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Excellency:

With reference ta the Agreement between the Governiment of
Canada and the Governinent of the Republic of Korea for Air Se ;yjces
("the Agreement"), signed at Seoul on Septeniber 20, 1989', and
consultations held between delegations of aur countries in Ottawa
on December 15-16, 1993, 1 have the honour ta propose the following
provisions regarding capacity:

Notwithstanding the numober of weekly f lights ta be operated
for passenger/combination services by the designated airlines as
specified in footnote 4 of Section I and footnote 4 of Section II
of the Annex ta the Agreement, the maximum nwnber of flights per
week in each direction provided for each designated airline shall
be three with either B747 or B747 Combi or equivalent aircraft, or
four with either MD-11 or A340 or equivalent aircraft, or five with
either L1011 or B767 or equivalent aircraft, unless otherwise
agreed in accordance with the provisions of Article 9 of the
Agreement. Cambinatians of the aircraf t types specified herein
shall be permitted so long as the total capacity aperated by each
designated airline using its own equipment does not exceed 1,200
seats per week in each direction, unless otherwise agreed in
accordance with the provisions of Article 9 of the Agreement. For
the purpose of the above, a B747.Combi shall be deemed ta have 400
seats as is the case with a B747.

If the above is acceptable to the Government of the Republic
of Korea, I have the further honaur ta propose that this Note,
which is equally authentic in English and French, and your reply ta
that effect shaîl constitute an agreement between aur two
Governinents, which shaîl enter into force definitively, in
accordance with provisions of Article 15 of the Agreement, on the
date of your reply.

gis Excellency Kee-Bock Shin
Ambassador of the Republic of Korea

Embassy of the Republic of Korea
Ottawa

(1) Canada Treaty Serles 1989 No. 50


